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design is a behavior not a department

THE AGENCY
A brand agency with a twist.
Every business has a story. Your story inspires your design.
With a portfolio of international and local clients, we build strong foundations for brands to attract and drive engagement with current and future
stakeholders.
Our motto, design is a behaviour not department is based on our philosophy; design creates a culture and culture drives behaviour. This is the foundation
of our operation.
As a team of thinkers, planners, and doers, we commence with a full brand immersion. Armed with a business’ DNA, we define a brand’s essence, create
a unique identity, educate leaders and staff, and actively facilitate in implementing and amplifying a Brand Story.
For long term partners, we maintain an omnipresence to ensure their brand culture lives and breathes through every facet of their organisation.
Our goal is for more organisations to grow their businesses through the skillful execution of brand stories with design that in turn, cultivate strong brand
cultures.
Begin your brand story with us.

To reflect the new direction of REDFORT, the brand needed to appeal to its newly identified South African, African and European audiences as a
brand that offers new, forward-thinking solutions.
It needed to demonstrate excellence, show a modern, future design and convey an image of strength.
We tapped into the brand’s original company name, Redford, played on ‘ford’, “a place where a river can be crossed.”
We defined their brand culture complete with a brand personality, archetype and tone of voice followed by a new corporate identity that is simple
and clean, with a neat design to show sophistication and express modern minimalism.
A look that is fresh, contemporary, and premium yet still approachable.
All design collateral was designed to sit independent and integrate well with different environments.
The new icon is a modern, bold, and highly stylised visual representation of a bridge reflected on water creating a picture of the globe.
A design to present well on all deliverables such as email signatures, letterheads, social media platforms, presentations, internal company
documents, business cards, signage and sponsorships.
The colour palette, a harmonious transition from dark to light, represents the brand’s philosophies. Blue for stability, grey for clarity,
and light blue for transparency and trust.
The warmer tones are selected to bring personality by signifying creativity, luxury, vitality, attention, and value.
The typography is simple, clean, and practical to balance the strong ombré.
And with design in the bag, we created a full suite of stationery together with brand collateral, giving the brand wings to fly.
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Our Brand Briefs and Brand Books are twofold.
These e-manuals assist marketing teams, PR firms, Graphic
Designers, Copywriters, Website Designers and Developers etc. with
comprehensive description of the brands we create.
In addition, these books underpin the direction leadership want to
undertake to establish the brand culture represented by the new
identity with a specific goal in mind - to be one step closer to the
vision that started the business in the first place.

These StyleScapes are designed to bring together design elements, i.e., typography, iconography, a colour palette and graphics, to visually see different possibilities of how the
future of their business could look like. A future vision we uncover in our Brand Strategy discovery Workshop and Brand Interaction.

THE 5 STEPS OF BRANDING
Step 1: BRAND STRATEGY
Assess, Discover, Identify
Through our Brand Discovery Workshop, we assess specific touchpoints which define a company’s brand culture.
Step 2: BRAND INTERACTION
Research and Extract
We extract ways the brand is interacting in the market in relation to competitors, with its current customers, its employees, and other market players.
Step 3: BRAND EXPRESSION
Conceptualize and Strategize
Based on Step 1 and Step 2, we conceptualize and design how the brand should express itself to successfully convey their values, beliefs,
vision and mission through the brand personality, archetype, tone of voice.
Step 4: DESIGN
We design and guides a new look, feel, and style for the brand.
Step 5: BRAND CULTURE
Our Chief Brand Officers help ensure the new brand identity is applied correctly throughout all touchpoints strengthening
THE 5 STEPS OF ByTheDesign in newfound ways and the new brand culture mature until the behaviour change is evident.
This marks the complete life cycle of ‘design is a behaviour, not a department.
Note; these steps are also ‘sold separately.’
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We sat between client and architect
to bring Palm Spring to Africa to a
property snuggled between the majestic
12 Apostles Mountain and the pristine
beaches along the Atlantic Seaboard.
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Sunset invest

Sissy boy

To express the client’s love for surfing
and their relocation from Europe to
South Africa, we designed a logo
inspired by a wave to resemble moving
from place to place in a regular and
organised way.

Mass female clothing brand, Sisssy Boy,
comissioned ByTheDesign to redesign
merchandise layout of seasonal
collections in South Africa’s top retail
environments.

CMYK

Research, brief, brainstorm,
conceptualise, source, write, design,
revert, deliver. With these steps in tact
we were able to provide a continuum of
clear cut concepts for promotional and
brand collateral.

Malu

We created a brand with clean aesthetic
and a modern feel. A feminine pink
balanced the masculine display whilst a
snake synblo brought a badass attitude.
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Langaro

From concept to the complete customer
life cycle together with service design
and crafted tactile touchpoints, our
attention to detail led Langaro Lifestyle
Center to an international award-winning
experience.

Bio Therapeutic

Bakboord,Stuurboord

We transitioned BTSA over several
months with expertise in new business
development, setup of internal business
processes and collateral to supplement
training, and marketing materials.

A design into a prospective clothing
label and yacht insignia, we used a
striking resemblance of a catamaran
with the colour red to mark port side
as a pictoral mark for Bakboord,
Stuurboord.

TDA

We were commissioned to help develop
a skincare brand unique to Africa. From
procurement of raw ingredients, product
development, training, and product
education to brand activation in SubSaharan Africa.

MLW Accountants

This logotype is unique and designed
to be easily indentifiable and uses
a magnifying glass as an abstract
mark encolsing the company’s initials
to convey the specific idea of “an
investigation” with a strong, formal and
professional typeface.

Only Oco

High-end fashion label Only Oco
brought ByTheDesign on board and
with our reach in the South African
fashion industry we curated an exclusive
runway-to-rail experience.
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Nicci

The Generator
/ gets the job done.

Duncan

The leader of the pack
/ the one you want to talk to

Gabriel

The Communicator
/ listens to your people

+27 82 825 1771
duncan@bythedesign.com

www.bythedesign.com

